Veo Doo Plane Flies
Over School Field
For reasons unexplained, Pha-
nomenon Veo Doo, the latest air-
ship, registered with the Federal
Aeronautics Corporation at a high
altitude in Boston on Sunday, has
been blown up until Friday morn-
ing, when it is expected Veo Doo
will be on sale around the Institute.

These veo Doo, the Freshman Na-
tion which has been in charge of
the Freshmen for the past year,
has been busy since the Freshman
Rules came into effect.

\*

Veo Doo has been chosen to recuperate the
incomplete laboratory equipment, and the fraternity plas
given a full house President Winward Prescott,
work last month.

\*

The Freshman Rules, as expected, will be
addressed by the class. First of all, the in-
ventor of the Freshman Rules, L. F. Field, will
address the class. The rules, as expected, will
be explained in detail so that all students
will understand them.

\*

Now that these rules are in force,
many of the freshmen are naturally expected. The relay
race, expected to be held soon, will increase the spirit of the class by
motivating students to participate.

\*

All Field Day leaders, including coaches and team capt-
ains, will attend Field Day to talk to the men
about Field Day. All Field Day leaders,
including coaches and team captains,
will address the class. Ibert L. Malm
Sg

\*

The relay run, expected to be held soon, will increase the spirit of the class by
motivating students to participate.

\*

Plans for Field Day will be presented to the
instructor of the Freshman Rules.

\*

The freshmen this year
are expected to be very active. The freshmen,
having only eight men
last year, have been chosen to recuperate the
incomplete laboratory equipment, and the fraternity plas
given a full house President Winward Prescott,
work last month.
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The ALL-TECHNOLOGY SMOKER

ONCE again will Technology undergraduates hold their annual fall get-together, always the first regular student function of the Institute year, the All-Technology Smoker. This fun-loving, easy-going, merry, maudlin, half clever, half bumbling, half haphazard, half social gathering is a very good one. It is enjoyed by all, and since it is coming to a man's smoke his have had to cause for the表格内容未完全显示，因此无法完整呈现。
NEW HARRIER COURSE TO BE USED FOR HOME MEETS
Coach Haines Makes First Boating For Field Day Crews

Hill and Dales Rapidly Rounding Into Form For Annual Holy Cross Meet

Backfield is Strong With Four Meetings For Fallback Positions

Getting away to a two-week local start last year's freshman crew, which has returned to school practically intact, although considerably weakened, will still have the advantage of being past and experienced men. As many members as possible will be selected for the boat the next time, the Sophomore and Junior crews will prove valuable as Varsity material.

The Harvard Athletic Association has announced a new form of registered visitors over the activities of ticket directors. About 40 men were hired to fill the positions, three staffs for each of the Saturdays' games.

TECH MEN! Get the Best Cars at the Lowest Rates

BOSTON'S DANCE SEASON is in the SHERATON ROOM COPLLEY PLAZA HOTEL

Saturday, October 6th

BANJO CLUB
For you play a Banjo, Mandolin, Saxophone, Flute or Drum? If so come and join us at the Copley Plaza Hotel, Thursday afternoon at 7:30.

ASSISTANT CREW MANAGEMENT

There is an opening in the crew management of the Freshmen crew. This position is open to any man who is looking for a leadership position. He should report to the manager at the Boathouse this afternoon at 7:00.

ANTONIO TANINO back as First Mate

OCCASIONS DISPLAY

When the Freshman crews are chosen, all the members are expected to be present.

There will be a meeting of the Freshmen crew after the boat is chosen.

The Freshman crew will be organized. These men will be elected to the crew of the Freshman crew for the season.

The Freshman crew is to be selected for the season's work and those freshmen that are not selected will be put on the second team.

There are a number of blotters still available, and any man who has not yet obtained a crew blotter may do so by calling at the Registrar's Office. An observer reports that all the members of the Freshman crew have been invaluable in giving the regulars a chance to watch their work hard, if they expect to play

The Freshman crew will also have the advantage of being past and experienced men. As many members as possible will be selected for the boat the next time, the Sophomore and Junior crews will prove valuable as Varsity material.

The Freshman crew will be organized. These men will be elected to the crew of the Freshman crew for the season.

The Freshman crew is to be selected for the season's work and those freshmen that are not selected will be put on the second team.

There are a number of blotters still available, and any man who has not yet obtained a crew blotter may do so by calling at the Registrar's Office.
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COPPER HIKE FROM ST. PAUL TO BOSTON

Because he wanted to receive a degree from the School of Theology William L'Amoureux Rive, accompanied by his wife, hitch-hiked 1,600 miles from St. Paul, Minn., to Bos-

ton in a little more than a half day, last month.

The story of the trip is a study in modern eccentricism carried out literally by the young woman college graduate and her husband, who is studying for the Episcopal ministry.

They started from St. Paul in plenty of cash to reach the college before it opened and stayed over-

night as house guests of a dentist. The Rives were not afraid of catering to tourists. One business

man invited them to his home and urged them to stay for the night.

Neither kept track of the distance they covered in any detail, but they got better receptions from the people of expensive cars who they did not from those of smaller

—Boston University News

INTERCOLLEGATE

Figures of the Federal Bureau of Education show 2,980,000 college students in the world, 1,200,000 of whom attended the United States.

JOHN SPANG

QUALITY RADIO EQUIPMENT: INSTALLATION - SERVICE - SERVICE - PROFESSIONAL EFFICIENCY

CALL DAY OR NIGHT - DURING HOURS

CALL: CH. 5, ZEPHYR 6, BOSTON, MASS.

Egerton in Technology School.

New Buttonless "Shorts" Are Long on Comfort

"Snuggets" Construction

At last the perfect running pants! Most college men (and some co-eds) have adopted the modern running pants for year round underwear—now the vote is unanimous—no more buttons, hooks or hard knees—safety without sacrifice! The "Snuggets" band at the waist adjusts itself to every movement, and most costly pen
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